Hardened Deposits build up in Pipes like Plaque Builds-Up in Arteries, Colon, and Stomach

Pipe Cross-Section
Crystal-like deposits in the plumbing system are formed from calcifications, sewage, and water refinement chemicals leading to pipes bursting and plumbing backing up.

Artery Cross-Section
Undigested lipoprotein fats, mucous, and calcifications collect on the walls of coronary arteries forming atherosclerotic plaque occlusions leading to heart attack and stroke.

Colon Cross-Section
Layers of undigested protein, fats, & calcifications, bonded with mucous forms hardened plaque with harmful growth leading to polyps, Crones, diverticulitis and colon cancer.

Stomach Cross-Section
Excess acids cause protective mucous to bond with calcification forming myriad layers of plaque that disrupt proper digestion and lead to acid reflux, heart burn, and ulcers.

How is Your Plumbing? What Can You Do to Clean It Up?

Just like water can no longer run through pipes occluded with hard mineral formations, blood cannot flow through arteries clogged with atherosclerotic plaque (hardened arteries), waste cannot be eliminated through a narrow opening created by impacted colon walls, and foods cannot be digested by a stomach coated with mucous and incapable of making balanced hydrochloric acid. Your choice to use the herbs and foods of Raphaology can dissolve and eliminate build-up, repair damage, and restore optimal function to all the plumbing in the human body. Nettles and Alfalfa help to break-down hardened calcification deposits, B-Complex with Potassium provides pH and flexibility, extra virgin olive oil and avocados dissolve and flush out harmful fat build-ups, and goat milk, bison meat, raw almonds and flax seeds remove stored and putrefied protein deposits. Where there is a problem, do not just treat the symptoms, let nature provide the cure.
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